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Abstract
We investigate the implications of a possible excess of the electron neu-
trino events in the Super-Kamiokande atmospheric neutrino experiment. The
excess, if real, leads to constraints on the  $ e,  $  and e $  os-
cillation parameters. Specically, the excess implies that e −  and  − 
mixings are large whereas e −  mixing is small. We show that the elec-
tron neutrino excess favors the large mixing angle MSW solution of the solar
neutrino problem.
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Recently, the Super-Kamiokande Collaboration has reported the evidence for the neu-
trino oscillation from the atmospheric neutrino experiment [1]. It has been remarkably well
demonstrated that the data are consistent with the  $  oscillations with sin
2 2 > 0:82
and 5  10−4 < m2 < 6  10−3eV2 at 90 % condence level. However, the data appear
to imply that there exists an excess of the number of detected electrons compared to the
calculated number by Monte Carlo method [2{4] for the up-going low energy neutrinos. The
Fig.1 in Ref. [1] is the plot of the up-down asymmetry for the e-like and -like events. One
can easily see the electron event excess compared to the Monte Carlo calculation for the
low energy electrons. The Fig.3 in Ref. [1] is the plot of the zenith angle distribution of the
e-like and -like events for the sub-GeV and multi-GeV data sets. For the e-like events there
are several data points which do not agree with the Monte Carlo calculation. In particular,
a data point for the e-like events for p < 0:4 GeV with −1:0  cos   −0:6 is more than
several ’s above the expected number. The Fig.4 in Ref. [1] provides another hint of the
electron excess. Even though the data are well tted with the dashed line (i. e. consistent
with  $  and no e oscillations), the largest L=E data of the e-like events has the
largest deviation from the dashed line. Therefore, the three gures in Ref. [1] consistently
suggest the existence of the electron neutrino excess for the up-going low energy neutri-
nos. Although there exist large uncertainties in the number of detected neutrinos calculated
by Monte Carlo method [2{4], it is worthwhile to investigate possible implications of this
electron neutrino excess. From the study of the excess of electrons in the framework of
three-generation neutrino oscillations, we have obtained the constraints(or information) on
the neutrino oscillation parameters.
For the sake of simplicity, we assume the CP conservation in the lepton sector and the
relation
P ( ! ) = P ( ! ) = P ; (1)
where ;  represent e ,  and  . Furthermore, we use the notation NMC for the ex-
pected number of  induced events calculated by the Monte Carlo method for the Super-
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Kamiokande experiment and the NDATA for the observed number of the  induced events
in the Super-Kamiokande experiment as published in Ref.[1], respectively.























 P : (3)
P is the  $  transition probability and P / sin
2 2 where  represents an
\eective" −  mixing angle. As pointed out already, the Super-Kamiokande data show
the existence of an excess of the up-going low energy electrons. Therefore, from the Eq.(2)








e Pe > 0: (4)
If the excess of the e-like events is real, we obtain a very strong constraint on the neutrino
oscillation probabilities Pe and Pe in the parameter regions where the electron neutrino







This inequality is a function of NMC =N
MC




e themselves have large
uncertainties, their ratio is known to the accuracy of about 5 %. Therefore, Eq.(5) is insen-
sitive to theoretical errors in each neutrino flux. Let us examine the sub-GeV atmospheric
neutrino data used in the recent super-Kamiokande atmospheric neutrino experiment. From
Fig.1 of Ref. [1] we obtain the expected numbers of the electrons and muons as
NMC
NMCe
= 1:224 0:007 (6)
and hence with Eq.(5)
Pe > 4:35Pe (7)
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for the up-going low energy neutrinos. This equation suggests that since Pe  1
Pe < 0:23 (8)
in the parameter regions where the electron neutrino excess was detected in the Super-
Kamiokande experiment.
Now, Let us calculate some bounds on Pe for the up-going low energy neutrinos. Since









As mentioned already, although the ratio (NMC =N
MC
e ) is known to a fairly good accuracy,
the ratio (NMC =N
MC
e ) has the uncertainties inherent in N
MC
e . If we simply use the ratio of
the two central values of NDATAe and N
MC
e , which is 1:45, we obtain from Eq.(9), Pe > 2,
which is unphysical. Even after taking all the uncertainties as quoted in Fig.(3) of Ref.
[1], we still obtain Pe > 1, suggesting either too high N
DATA
e or too low N
MC
e (or both).
This problem persists even if a somewhat higher value of NMCe as given in Ref. [3] is used.
Therefore, as was done in Ref. [1] to nd the best t, we raise simultaneously NMCe and
NMC by 15:8%. Then taking all the uncertainties into account, we nd
Pe  0:51 : (10)
Dening \eective" mixing angle e and \eective" m
2













we obtain from Eq.(10)
sin2 2e  0:51 : (12)
It is interesting to note that the electron excess is prominent only for the up-going low
energy e-induced events. This means that these neutrinos with p ’ E < 0:4 GeV have the
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longest distance to travel through the earth. They correspond to a data point at slightly
above (L=km)=(E=GeV) = 104 in Fig.4 in Ref. [1], which is indeed elevated. This implies









<< 1) so that e $  oscillations would not take place. For this
situation to be realized, 1:27m2eL=E must become roughly =2 only when L ’ 2RE and
E < 0:4 GeV (we take 0:3 GeV for events with with E < 0:4 GeV). We then nd
m2e ’ 10
−5 eV2 ; (13)
which is indeed consistent with the value of m2e obtained as the large angle MSW solution
of the solar neutrino problem [5,6]. Therefore, the observed electron excess, when conrmed,
favors the large angle MSW solution of the solar neutrino problem. Furthermore, the oscilla-
tion parameters are consistent with the constraint obtained from the CHOOZ experiment [7]
because the \eective" m2e is well below the forbidden region of the CHOOZ experiment.
Next we consider P . From unitarity and Eq.(10), we nd
P  0:49 : (14)
This does not necessarily mean that sin2 2  0:49, which disagrees with sin
2 2 ’ 1
implied by the two generation t in Ref. [1]. If we adapt m2 ’ 10
−3eV2, which is the result
given in Ref. [1], m2L=E becomes much larger than the oscillation length for L ’ 2RE













, so that Eq.(14) gives
sin2 2  0:98 ; (15)
which is not inconsistent with the result, sin2 2 ’ 1, in Ref. [1]
In conclusion, we need the combined analysis of e $ , e $  and  $  oscillations
to explain the atmospheric neutrino data [8]. The small m2e of order 10
−5eV2 with a large
e− mixing angle provides an explanation for the excess of the up-going low energy e-like
events. Therefore, the large mixing angle MSW solution of the solar neutrino problem is
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favored over the small mixing angle solution (which is statistically favored) if the excess of
the electron neutrino in the Super-Kamiokande atmospheric neutrino experiment turns out
to be real. A large  −  mixing angle with m ’ 10−3eV
2 is also necessary to explain
the depletion of the -like events. The nonzero value of Pe gives the depletion of the e-like
events. Since we do not see any depletion of the e-like events, we can conclude that Pe ’ 0,
consistent with Eq.(8). Our ndings are in agreement with the bi-maximal mixing models
of three neutrinos in Re.[8]. A detail numerical analysis of our preliminary study will be
presented elsewhere.
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